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“There is simply a need for language that acknowledges our existence.”—Alicia Frausto (they/them)¹

“Simplicity is always rewarded” is my motto in life and editing. But when it comes to the topic of sex and gender and all the threads twining these together, simplicity seems elusive. As a manuscript editor for a medical journal and a person who has worked with the written word for more than two decades, I’d like to give simplification a try. I’m no expert, just an advocate, so I may get some things wrong, but this topic is important enough and urgent enough to discuss, even with fumbles. My focus is on biomedical journals and the *AMA Manual of Style*² because most journals in this field adhere to its guidance, including those I’ve worked with, while recognizing that their guidance on sex and gender inclusive language is currently undergoing revision. Nonetheless, the current guidelines and practices for reporting sex and gender in medical journal publications are inadequate when accuracy and inclusivity are the goal. From data collection to the language used in reporting studies, we can do better. Changes will require flexibility and continued attention as we adapt more and open our ears more to the diverse voices in our communities. Even as style guidelines are updated, it will take time, and maybe effort, for authors and editors to absorb and apply them. But we must start somewhere. Let’s start here: biological sex and gender are not the same. Although they are still being used interchangeably in many recent medical articles, particularly those investigating diversity in various fields, they have two different definitions and are not interchangeable.

**Biological Sex**

Traditionally, biological sex has been understood as either male or female, but this definition is myopic and ignores the variabilities of biology. The reality is that there are variations on these two themes, and people with those variations are intersex and have differences of sex development (DSDs).³ According to definitions provided by primatologist Frans de Waal,³⁴ sex is “the biological sex of a person based on genital anatomy and sex chromosomes,” whereby intersex refers “to a person whose sex is ambiguous or intermediate since their anatomy, chromosomes, and/or hormonal profile doesn’t fit the male/female binary.”

Unfortunately, even in recent studies, such as one by Feldman Witchel⁵ that gives helpful details on how DSDs occur, these differences are referred to as disorders of “normal sex development.” Calling differences that occur naturally “disorders” is unacceptable and part of the reason intersex patients and their families face so many challenges in social and medical contexts (e.g., displacement at school, discrimination, discomfort with seeking medical attention).

Currently, *AMA Style* briefly mentions intersex in section 11.12.7, “Sexual Orientation.” But intersex, like male and female, is a form of biological sex and must be treated accordingly.

Most biomedical studies are reporting biological sex to investigate physiological differences. Medical publications that report on health outcomes, for instance, would consider gender a necessary data point, as it relates to social determinates of health (we’ll get to this next). When the biological sex of a patient is known (here we need more precise [i.e., self-reported] data collection), it should be reported accordingly:

- male patient
- female patient
- intersex patient

But what about transgender individuals who undergo gender-affirming surgery or hormone therapy? For those patients, wouldn’t their birth sex and transitioned sex be...
relevant when studying incidences of disease or outcomes of treatment?

There should likely be a distinction made between “transsexual” and transgender in terms of biological sex referents because, although some individuals who undergo gender-affirming surgical or hormonal treatment may identify as transgender, not all transgender individuals will endeavor to undergo surgery or treatment related to their sex. For this, the traditional term, transsexual, could be used as a fourth sex referent. However, for sex and gender terminology and usage guidelines in medical journal publishing, scholars and representatives from the relevant (affected) communities should be consulted as to what terms are adopted into preferred usage.

Gender and Gender Identity

Gender is separate from but tied to biological sex. Gender may have some basis of expression in sex chromosomes, but that is not the whole of it. Using de Waal’s definitions again, gender can be understood as “the culturally circumscribed role and position of each sex in society.” Gender is seemingly far more complex than biological sex, mostly because it is largely manifested in each of us as gender identity (“a person’s inner sense of being either male or female” or neither or both). I am a cisgender woman, meaning I was assigned female sex at birth based on phenotypic features, and I identify, in terms of gender, as a woman. The possibilities are endless and potentially, likely, as innate as sex. A female-born person might identify as a man or gender neutral or somewhere on a spectrum. Additionally, sex chromosomes, but that is not the whole of it. Using de Waal’s definitions again, gender can be understood as “the culturally circumscribed role and position of each sex in society.”

Gender is seemingly far more complex than biological sex, mostly because it is largely manifested in each of us as gender identity (“a person’s inner sense of being either male or female” or neither or both). I am a cisgender woman, meaning I was assigned female sex at birth based on phenotypic features, and I identify, in terms of gender, as a woman. The possibilities are endless and potentially, likely, as innate as sex. A female-born person might identify as a man or gender neutral or somewhere on a spectrum.

Currently, AMA Style states that “Whenever possible, a patient should be referred to as a man, woman, boy, girl…” (section 11.7, “Age and Sex Referents”). But really what should be stated is the sex of the patient not the gender. And as we see from the diversity of gender identities, this can’t be inferred from biological sex. However, JAMA Network has recently instituted new and progressive guidelines on pregnancy. “Studies that address pregnancy should … if the gender identity of participants was not assessed, use the terms ‘pregnant participants,’ ‘pregnant individuals,’ ‘pregnant patients,’ etc, as appropriate.” This same line of reasoning should apply to all studies on sex-related diseases or conditions; prostate, ovarian, and breast cancer studies, for instance, should always refer collectively (e.g., in table legends and results) to those included as patients or participants, not as men or women. I have edited studies on breast cancer screening where the entire cohort was referred to as women. Knowing what we know about sex and gender, does this seem like accurate and inclusive language?

I am essentially advocating for never using man, woman, boy, or girl unless 1) it aligns with the gender identity data collected from the patient and 2) the study being reported is relevant to gender (rather than sex).

Pronouns

Self-identified pronouns (aka “preferred pronouns,” which is a title falling out of favor) can be defined as the personal pronouns that reflect a person’s gender identity (e.g., he/him, she/her, they/them). This information should ideally be collected along with sex and gender identity data. If gender identity is unknown, regardless of the biological sex of the patient, “they” should be used as a pronoun for any patient. “They,” for such a simple word, is a hotly contested topic but it is truly a baggage-free term that has no negative connotation, which makes it a perfect pronoun to use in this context. If we added a third pronoun in English, it would uphold the male/female binary, essentially meaning “not male or female.” “They” is an opportunity for neutrality and inclusivity. As a gender-identified woman, I’m comfortable being referred to as she or they for this reason.

For those who are having trouble making this change: language is an alive and mutable means of communication. If google and text can become verbs in the past two decades, “they” can be a singular pronoun as well as plural. Besides, consensus usage creates our shared language and “they” is in wide use as a singular pronoun. AMA Style offers guidance to “Avoid sex-specific pronouns in cases in which sex specificity is irrelevant. Reward the sentence to use a singular or plural non–sex-specific pronoun, neutral noun equivalent, or change of voice; or use “he or she” (‘him or her,’ ‘his or her[‘s],’ ‘they or their[‘s]’). The use of the ‘singular they’ construction is permitted when rewriting would be awkward or unclear…” (section 11.12.2). However, these guidelines seem confusing to me, especially if we understand pronouns to be related to gender identity instead of sex. The singular they should not just be used when rewriting would be unclear; it should be used 1) when it is a patient’s self-identified pronoun and/or 2) as a gender-neutral singular pronoun to avoid making assumptions about gender identity based on biological sex. In my experience, this usage of “they” is not currently being put into standard practice among authors and medical journals.

What Does This Look Like?

The following are examples of these recommendations in practice. In both cases, the sex is known, but in the first instance, gender identity is unknown, and in the second, gender identity is known.

A 35-year-old female patient presented with… and underwent brain MRI for … At the 4-month follow-up, they were seizure free.
A 45-year-old intersex patient presented with gastrointestinal blockage. After imaging, he was determined to have stage 4 ovarian cancer.

Overall, 100 patients (mean age...; 98 female and 2 intersex) were included for breast cancer screening with perfusion imaging.

**Why This Matters**

Accurate and inclusive language can allow for more specific research findings and subsequent applications, improve health outcomes for patients, and foster health equity. It’s my intention that these thoughts and suggestions will increase awareness among authors and editors and encourage the broader adoption of inclusive sex and gender language in medical and science publishing, as well as stimulate the conversation as new guidelines are drafted by the style arbiters. Inclusivity begins with how we say the words, and how we say the words begins with how we think.
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